Oil, Gas & Power Value Creation

About the Course
This course addresses both energy value chain fundamentals as well as commercial framework concepts. The natural gas and power value chains will be the main focus of the course. The course is especially useful for public and private decision makers engaged in energy sector reform and development in Nigeria, and commercial managers engaged in project and business development. The course including the team project will emphasize the relationship between energy value chain economics, policy and regulatory frameworks. The key program objectives and benefits are as follows:

- Enhance understanding of natural gas and electric power value chain economics
- Improve knowledge of commercial requirements for natural gas and electric power projects
- Define best practices to address commercial requirements
- Expand best practices network to define and mitigate stakeholder issues

Course Content
- Oil, Gas and Power Global Scan
- Nigerian Energy Sector Issues
  - Analysis of the Nigerian Natural Gas and Power Value Chain
  - Natural Gas Fiscal Regime
  - Natural Gas Master Plan
  - Natural Gas Sector Reform & Privatization
  - Valuation of Natural Gas Reserves
  - Domestic Gas Market Development and Pricing.
  - Electric Power Market Development and Pricing
- Oil, Gas & Power Value Chains and Economics
- Commercial Frameworks Overview: Legal, Regulatory, Financial, Market Design
- Investment Project Decision Making
- Natural Gas Monetization Options: LNG, GTL, CNG and other newer technologies
  - Bala Wanti, Brass LNG
- Natural Gas Commercial Frameworks: Problems and Solutions
  - TBD, DPR
  - TBD, IOCs
- Electric Power Commercial Frameworks: Problems and Solutions
  - TBD, Power Holding Company
  - TBD, IPP-AGIP
- Lecture: Aspects of Commercial Framework of the Nigerian Energy Sector – Mr. Fiose Delano GGM NNPC

Resource Persons
- Dr. Michelle Michot Foss, Chief Energy Economist and Head, CEE-UT
- Dr. Günca Gülen, Senior Energy Economist, CEE-UT
- Professor M. Onyekonwu, PTDF Chair Occupant Uniport
- Other invited resource persons from the industry and universities

Who Should Attend: Professionals, regulators, bankers and others working in the petroleum and energy companies

Date: June 5-9, 2006
Venue: Hilton Hotel, Abuja
Send Nominations to: PTDF Gas Chair PO Box 271 Unisport Choba port-Harcourt or call Mike (08033103628), Ebong (08033105261), Joe (08033166856), Amadi (08056327362)